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Dalhaus
Rubber works…
For all kinds of commercial flooring installations, rubber is a smart choice.
Tough enough to take the heaviest punishment, yet colourful, beautiful, tactile,
warm and soft. From silky smooth to textured, it offers excellent slip resistance
and absorbs both impact and sound much more effectively than other hard floors.
Rubber is often dismissed as an expensive option compared to other resilient
floorings. We have launched Dalhaus to prove this doesn’t have to be the case.

DalRollo

DalChoc

DalWerk

Now you can have all the benefits of a great quality rubber floor without the high
price tag. Yet there’s no compromise on design flexibility. With our DalWerk and
DalRollo Silk ranges we can make you any colour you like, subject to minimum
quantities. We can even copy any other manufacturer’s colours. We hold stock
of the best selling colours, for when you’re in a hurry.
Dalhaus covers all the bases, with ranges of rubber for indoor and outdoor
commercial use, in tile and roll format. So when it comes to resilient flooring,
now there’s only one place you need to look.
For more information, samples and prices,
call us on 01278 727727, email info@dalhaus.co.uk
or visit our website at www.dalhaus.co.uk

…and now the costs won’t floor you.

DalWerk
Hard working textured rubber tiles
Our brand new range of cost effective rubber tiles, in four different surface textures.
Choose from our standard colour palette shown below, or for larger jobs (300m2 plus)
you can request any colour you like, even one from another manufacturer, and we
will match it for you. We always carry stock so if you need a floor urgently, just ask.
Uses 					
Performance characteristics
					
		

Indoor surfaces and floors
Anti-slip (R9 compliant), anti-static, noise-absorbent,
surface burn resistant, tough, easy to maintain

Textures

Strata

Classic

Riven

Colours

Rib

*see technical pages for
full tile image.

DalWerk Riven

Chalk

Ink

Pencil

Pewter

Carbon

Ash

DalRollo

High performance lightly textured
roll form rubber
In 16 gorgeous colours, DalRollo has a very lightly textured surface that
gives the impression of a smooth floor, yet reduces glare from lighting.
For large orders (300m2 plus) we will match any special colour for you.
Uses 					
Performance characteristics
					
Special qualities available 		

Indoor surfaces and floors
Anti-slip (R9 compliant), anti-static, noise-absorbent, surface burn
resistant, tough, easy to maintain
DalRollo 2mm: Statically Dissipative

Nuage

Yaourt

Chantilly

Lait

Rivière

Calcaire

Faon

Gelée

DalRollo in Calcaire

Marlin

Brume

Miel

Jade

Jais

Gravier

Sang

Laurier

DalRollo Silk
Silky smooth roll form rubber
Ultra smooth, tactile rubber flooring in 15 standard colours. For large orders
(300m2 plus) we will match any special colour for you.
Uses 					
Performance characteristics
					

Indoor surfaces and floors
Anti-slip (R9 compliant), anti-static, noise-absorbent, surface burn
resistant, tough, easy to maintain

Snow

Haze

Ice

Acid

Logan

Lead

Charcoal

Thunder

DalRollo Silk in Marmalade

Alloy

Loch

Smoke

Pitch

Marmalade

Apple

Steel

DalRollazzo
Dirt-disguising terrazzo rubber in roll format
DalRollazzo has a very lightly textured surface that gives the impression of a smooth
floor yet reduces glare from lighting. The terrazzo pattern is great at disguising dirt in
heavy traffic areas.
Uses 					
Performance characteristics
					

Indoor surfaces and floors
Anti-slip (R9 compliant), anti-static, noise-absorbent, surface burn
resistant, tough, easy to maintain

Glaçon

Crème

Caramel

Neige

Saphir

Souris

Chameau

Opale

DalRollazzo in Opale

Minuit

Loup

Abricot

Emeraude

Espace

Fusain

Rubis

Grenouille

DalLastic
Eco-friendly outdoor rubber flooring
Chunky DalLastic tiles are an attractive and sustainable outdoor flooring solution
made using 100% recycled rubber fibre.
Uses 					
					
Performance characteristics
					

Decks, terraces, pathways, swimming pool surrounds,
roof gardens and balconies, outdoor smoking areas.
Loose lay, anti-slip, fully draining, surface burn resistant,
noise absorbent, tough, easy to maintain

DalLastic

Mercury

Silver Birch

Metallic

Pumice

Bracken

DalLastic Plus

EDPM top surface to create a terrazzo pattern

Molten

Savannah

Beech

Surf

Sun

DalLastic Plus
Sanded Ultra smooth underfoot

DalLastic
Polygrass

Cyclone

Natural

Mist

Tornado

Fairway

Dune

DalLastic in Pumice

DalOmni, DalZone
and DalChoc
DalChoc
Available in 7 colourways and 6 densities. DalChoc comprises a base of
recycled rubber in solid black or inset with vibrant EPDM granules.
Uses 					
Performance characteristics
					
					

Colourways

Suitable for most indoor surfaces & floors including sports environments.
Tough, noise absorbent, impact absorbent, anti-slip, cigarette burn
resistant, easy to maintain, suitable for use with underfloor heating,
skate resistant at a minimum 10mm thickness, comfortable to walk on.

Pépite d’Or

Tourbière

Étoile

Ecchymose

Houille

Ombre

Braise

Densities

The standard density is 15%.

DalChoc in Etoile

5% density

10% density

15% density

20% density

30% density

50% density

DalZone in Cendre and Goudron

Three ranges of rollform flooring with excellent
sound and impact absorbing qualities.
All three have a fine granular surface with an open structure.
PU sealer is required after internal installations.

DalOmni
Comprises 100% EDPM granules in 5 solid colours.
Uses 					
					
Performance characteristics
					
					

Plomb

Rouille

Cuivre

Argile

Suitable for most indoor surfaces and floors including sports environments.
Also available in outdoor quality.
Tough, noise absorbent, impact absorbent, anti-slip, cigarette burn
resistant, easy to maintain, suitable for use with underfloor heating,
comfortable to walk on.

Cyan

DalZone

DalOmni in Rouille

Available in 4 colourways comprising 85% coloured EDPM granules
mixed with 15% fine grained recycled black rubber.
Uses 					
Performance characteristics
					
					

Brique

Cerulean

Suitable for most indoor surfaces & floors including sports environments.
Tough, noise absorbent, impact absorbent, anti-slip, cigarette burn
resistant, easy to maintain, suitable for use with underfloor heating,
skate resistant at a minimum 10mm thickness, comfortable to walk on.

Cendre

Goudron

Special colours are available for all three ranges subject to a minimum order quantity.
Contact us for details.

Sportlock
Interlocking tiles for the toughest sports installations
Specialist heavy duty loose lay interlock tiles for sports use. Hammerblow surface,
ideal for high traffic and high stress areas. Available in plain solid colours and terrazzo
finishes. Contact us for more information on minimum order quantities, special
qualities and colour choice.
Uses 					
					

Sports clubs, skating rinks, gymnasia, weightlifting areas,
golf clubs, leisure centres

Performance characteristics

Anti slip, anti reflective, ice skate resistant, shock absorbing

inside to outside tab
94.50cm
outside to outside tab
98.00cm

inside to inside tab
91.00cm

11mm

caption

Important Information
Technical
For information on installation, maintenance, adhesives
and accessories please visit dalhaus.co.uk or
email info@dalhaus.com

Colour reproduction
The colours shown in this brochure are as accurate as
possible given the limitations of the colour printing process.
For an exact colour match, ask us for a real colour sample.

Slip resistance
Dalhaus rubber is designed to offer a good degree of slip
resistance underfoot in dry conditions. However, it can still
be slippy when wet. To minimise the risk of slippage, it is
important to use effective entrance matting around all
external entrances, and to use signs when cleaning
takes place.

Special colours
For those products where special colours are available,
Dalhaus will achieve the best possible colour match bearing
in mind that colours may vary between different materials,
and that colour appearance will vary based on lighting
conditions and angle of view.

Technical Data

For complete and up to date technical information visit www.dalhaus.co.uk

DalRollo Silk
and DalRollazzo
Roll size
12m x 1.22m. Available in full rolls only
Thickness
2mm as standard normally kept on stock, other thicknesses
available upon request subject to minimum order
requirements. Please contact us for further information.

Delivery quantities
Dalhaus reserves the right to deliver excess material up
to a maximum of +5% for orders up to 1000 m2 and +2%
for orders over 1000 m2. These excess quantities will be
fully invoiced. We also reserve the right to ship shorter rolls
to make up the full quantity of the order. These shorter
rolls will not exceed 10% of the total order. For exact
quantities and sizes a 10% surcharge will be applied.

DalLastic
Tile size
500mm x 500mm
DalLastic tiles, except Polygrass, are supplied with bevelled
edges and are available in half tile 500mm x 250mm.
Tiles are UV stabilised, 100% recycled rubber fibre bound
with coloured polyurethane resin in natural earthy tones
that blend with the environment.
Thickness
30mm - 100mm dependant on fall height requirements.

DalZone and DalOmni
Roll size/Thickness
1250mm wide, all thicknesses.
Roll length varies by product thickness as follows:
Thickness 			
4mm				
6mm				
8mm				
Available in full rolls only.

Roll length
30 metres
20 metres
15 metres

Thickness
DalZone
4mm, 6mm, 8mm (other thicknesses available on special order)
DalOmni
4mm (other thicknesses available on special order)
Splitting lines
Splitting lines are a natural feature of this product and
will always occur.
Standards and certification
For up to date information visit www.dalhaus.co.uk

DalChoc
Roll size/Thickness
1500mm wide, all thicknesses.
Roll length varies by product thickness as follows:
Thickness
4mm				
5mm				
6mm				
8mm				
10mm				
12mm				
Available in full rolls only.

Roll length
30 metres
24 metres
20 metres
15 metres
12 metres
10 metres

Thickness
Standard 15% density available in 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12mm
thickness. Non standard densities available in
6mm (other thicknesses available on special order).
Splitting lines
Splitting lines are a natural feature of this product and
will always occur.
Delivery quantities: DalZone, Dal Omni, DalChoc
Dalhaus reserves the right to ship shorter rolls to make up the
full quantity of the order. These shorter rolls will not exceed
10% of the total order.

DalWerk
Thickness
Classic (Central / studded)
available in 2.6mm and 4.0mm thicknesses.
Riven (Ardesia / slate)
available only in 3.0mm.
Strata
available only in 3.5mm.
Tile Size
All of the above are available in both
500x500mm and 1000x1000mm tiles.
Rib
available in 5mm.
Tile size
1000 x 1000mm.
Rib tiles appear divided into two
with a central line
- see full tile image, right.

Sportlock
Tile size
945mm x 945mm inside to outside interlock tab.
Thickness
8mm standard.
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DalRollo in special colour

DalZone in special colour

DalLastic Plus in Savannah

For samples and more
information contact

www.dalhaus.co.uk
Showground Road, Bridgwater, Somerset TA6 6AJ England
Contract enquiries: tel +44(0)1278 727727 fax +44(0)1278 727766 email info@dalhaus.co.uk

